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I really ABSOLUTELY must have glasses
Charlie has a small sister named Lola.

Lola is small and funny.

Lola is going to the eye doctor tomorrow with her mom.
Adapted from the original text, *I Really ABSOLUTELY Must Have Glasses*, written by Bridget Hurst.
Lola can see the spaghetti in her bowl, the spoon, and her pink milk.

Lola can also see Charlie.

Lola says she does not need to go to the eye doctor.
Lola sees her friend Mini at school.

Lola asks Mini where Mini got her glasses.

Lola says Mini’s glasses are nice and flowery.

Mini says to Lola she got her glasses from the eye doctor.

Everything Mini sees is fuzzy.
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At school, Lola wears the glasses.

Mini says, "I like your glasses, Lola."

And Lola says, "Yes glasses are fun even if you don't need them!"
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